Current methods of human activity recognition face many challenges, such as the need for multiple sensors, poor implementation, unreliable real-time performance, and lack of temporal location. In this research, we developed a method for recognizing and locating human activities based on temporal action recognition. For this work, we used a multilayer convolutional neural network (CNN) to extract features. In addition, we used refined actionness grouping to generate precise region proposals. Then, we classified the candidate regions by employing an activity classifier based on a structured segmented network and a cascade design for endto-end training. Compared with previous methods of action classification, the proposed method adds the time boundary and effectively improves the detection accuracy. To test this method empirically, we conducted experiments utilizing surveillance video of an offshore oil production plant. Three activities were recognized and located in the untrimmed long video: standing, walking, and falling. The accuracy of the results proved the effectiveness and real-time performance of the proposed method, demonstrating that this approach has great potential for practical application.
Introduction
Detecting human behavior has always been an important research topic in the field of computer vision [1] [2] [3] . Automating human activity recognition is crucial for maximizing our understanding and application of videos. In recent years, because of the explosive growth of video data and the urgent need for all aspects of intelligent video processing, behavior detection methods based on timing have received increased attention. While some attempts [4, 5] have been made to tackle untrimmed videos, the performance of existing methods remains far from satisfactory. There are many obstacles to the automated detection of behavior over time. When detecting a motionless target, the boundary of the object is usually very clear [3] , so it is possible to set a more specific bounding box. Furthermore, activity recognition is possible using only the information of a static image without incorporating temporal information [6] [7] [8] . However, when attempting to discriminate the start and end of a behavior, it is difficult to provide an accurate boundary, i.e., the precise number of frames that contain the start and end of the action. In timing behavior detection, it is impossible to use only static image information. Identification of timing behavior requires incorporation of temporal information by using a recurrent neural network (RNN) to read features extracted with a convolutional neural networks (CNNs) on each frame [9] , or a temporal convolution method [10] , or other techniques [11] . Moreover, the duration of temporal behavior segments can be quite long. For example, the video dataset produced by the monitoring system of the offshore oil drilling platform used in our experimental work (discussed later in this paper) ranged from a few seconds to several thousand seconds.
The main purpose of this research was to design a precise timing behavior detection method that can identify and locate stills, falls, and their time nodes in unpruned long videos. The keys to success for this task lie mainly in meeting the following two requirements. First, high-quality timing clips are necessary. The quality of timing fragments directly affects the temporal accuracy for recognizing the behavior. Many methods use the approach of generating 2 Journal of Engineering candidate regions and then categorizing the candidates [12] . The important factor is that the candidate quality must be high, so the number of candidates is reduced as much as possible while ensuring the average recall rate. Second, for all methods, it is very important to obtain accurate timing behavior boundaries and accurate classification, i.e., to obtain accurate category information for the temporal behavior fragments.
To make the classification more accurate, in this paper, we used a refined temporal actionness [13] grouping (RTAG) to improve the action classification by setting the threshold of the action score. The input was an unprocessed monitoring video of an offshore oil production platform entered in an operational classifier trained by a deep CNN network to output an operational score. The waveform resulting from the action score entered the refined temporal action packet network to form a candidate area and then was sent to the action classifier to obtain the detection result. In other words, the method involved generating candidates first and then classifying them.
The identification and positioning of human activity based on time series analysis have great potential significance for practical application. For example, offshore oil drilling and production platforms are far away from land and experience complex sea conditions. Personnel working on these platforms are faced with various risks, such as the possibility of injury by machinery, falling into the sea, or difficulty escaping unforeseen disasters. In addition, security problems and economic losses will occur should the rig be boarded by attackers. To understand the whole process of an accident or other incident, and to develop an early warning system that could prevent similar events in the future, it is important to locate the time period during which the incident occurred. However, this task is difficult to accomplish manually [14] . Automated positioning of temporal human activity can allow quick location of the segment of surveillance video to be searched and support analysis of whether the behavior of a worker was abnormal.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows. (1) We used an RTAG network multithreshold refinement action classification boundary to meet the requirements for different levels of precision, and we used a deep learning web framework to improve accuracy. (2) We demonstrated the effectiveness and real-time performance of our proposed approach by applying the method to complex scenes to identify and locate human activities from the surveillance video of an offshore oil platform.
The remainder of this paper is presented as follows. Section 2 provides a review of related research. In Section 3, we describe our method and the proposed human activities recognition framework. Section 4 provides our experimental results and analysis, while Section 5 presents our conclusions and suggestions for future work.
Related Work
To locate the time of an abnormal event quickly from a video, and to understand the actions of multiple offshore oilexcavation platform workers in a timely manner, a human activity recognition system must involve three components: action recognition, object detection, and temporal action detection. In recent years, significant progress has been made in research on behavior identification. Early methods generally were based on hand-crafted visual features [15, 16] . With further research and development, behavior detection methods based on deep learning have had significant effects on detection performance, e.g., convolutional neural networks [9] and two-stream architecture [17] . The application of a 3D-CNN network [18] combines the temporal and motion features of video and can extract and classify video from multiple dimensions. However, for the most part, these methods have dealt with short videos or small pieces of video. For some methods that explore unpruned long videos, other combined methods have proven useful, such as a segmented network structure [19] . Since deep learning has been applied to behavior detection, unsupervised learning techniques [20] have learned the spatiotemporal action characteristics of a video from data and have implemented end-to-end [4] training in a cascade.
At present, object recognition methods can be classified into two broad categories: (1) model-based or context-based recognition methods and (2) two-dimensional or threedimensional object recognition methods. In the early days of this field, the main methods for object detection [21] [22] [23] involved generating candidates through a bottom-up system approach, sometimes using sliding windows to generate candidates [5, 24] . Then, the candidates were classified. At present, candidate regions generated based on the deep learning method have demonstrated a better average recall rate when there are fewer candidates. The depth model also introduces powerful modeling capabilities for capturing the appearance of objects. Spatial structure modeling has strong visual characteristics and is still the key to detection. The potential value of spatiotemporal regions-of-interest (RoI) pools [25] to model the spatial three-dimensional structure of a target with minimal extra cost has been further demonstrated using R-FCN, which is a variant of Faster R-CNN [26] .
The development of temporal detection has achieved remarkable results. Previous work on behavior detection mainly used the sliding window as a method for generating candidate regions and focused on designing hand-structured feature representations and classifications [5, 24] . Recent work has incorporated in-depth networks into the detection framework and has achieved better performance [4] . However, the performance indicators for research regarding sequential motion positioning are still very low. Classifying hundreds or thousands of candidates requires oversight. Because of the cost of monitoring, all these methods are limited to relatively small datasets and cannot be generalized simply to more data types.
Commonly, contemporary methods for identifying an initial timing action location are based on a sliding window scheme. First, feature extraction is performed on the video. Different length candidates are generated through the sliding window, and the candidates are then classified. In comparison, the most recent method uses the action area [27] to reduce the complexity of the search. First, the target area is extracted from the video, feature extraction is performed, and Journal of Engineering then the target area is selected for classification. These methods must annotate each frame of the picture and then carry out video training. For a large-scale dataset, the tagging work cannot be done quickly, which presents an urgent problem to be solved for action recognition based on unsupervised timing motion positioning. Because of the similarity between timing motion location and target detection, many timeseries motion location methods use a framework similar to some object detection methods.
Method: Human Activities Recognition Framework
For this research, we used the framework shown in Figure 1 to identify and locate quickly segments of human activity in the video of an actual offshore oil production platform. Our proposed approach works as follows. One input untrimmed video is divided into same-length segments. Next, the segments enter the binary classifier trained by temporal segment networks [19] . The binary classifier scores the similarity between the regional candidates and the standard actions, resulting in a one-dimensional actionness [13] score waveform. The fractional waveform is sent to the RTAG network. We set different RTAG network thresholds to achieve different positioning accuracy requirements. Proposals of varying accuracy are generated by the RTAG network, and all proposals are input into the activity classifier and completeness filters for detection of the action class and boundary. Finally, a detection result is obtained. Figure 1 (a) is the process of generating fragments of the same length. Figure 1(b) shows that a set of temporal action proposals (in orange color) are generated by refined temporal actionness grouping (RTAG) from the action detection framework suggested by evaluating the operability of the video snippets. These proposals will be evaluated against cascading classifications to verify their relevance and completeness.
Since the main factor affecting the accuracy of temporal action detection is the quality of the candidate, the technique presented in this paper focuses on generating high quality proposals. Taking into account the purpose and requirements of the search can expedite the location of a certain behavior fragment, which requires our network framework to have a higher detection efficiency.
. . Binary Classifier Based on the Temporal Segment Network.
To evaluate the actionness, we learn a binary classifier based on the temporal segment network proposed in [19] . The role of the binary classifier is to determine the action score of the input video segment and then form a onedimensional action score waveform. We define the onedimensional waveform output by the binary classifier as the actionness. This is a measure that does not consider the action category but only measures whether there is motion in the video snippets. In order to enable the network to use the entire video information, it will be divided into k segments, and a short snippet will be randomly selected from each segment. The selected snippets are obtained by the two-stream convolutional neural network. Obviously, a lot of short snippets can be sampled, and sequences of short snippets are respectively input into the network. Each snippet can obtain a score of the video classification, and the scores of these snippets can be combined to obtain the final category score. The video-level framework is shown in Figure 2 . The temporal segment network models are composed of spatial stream ConvNets and temporal stream ConvNets. First, we divide the given video ( V ) into K segments {S1, S2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , SK} of equal durations. Second, the temporal segment network models a sequence of snippets as follows:
Here, ( 1 , 2 , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , Τ Κ ) is a series of snippets. Randomly sampled Τ Κ is snippet from its corresponding segment SK.
( ; ) is the function representing ConvNet with parameters W, which operates on the short snippet Τ Κ and produces class scores for all the classes. The segmental consensus function G combines the outputs from multiple short snippets to obtain a consistency of class hypotheses between them. Based on this consensus, the prediction function H predicts the probability of each action class for the whole video. In this network, framework chooses the widely used Softmax function for H. The loss function regarding the segmental consensus
is formed as
where the number of action classes is C and the groundtruth label is concerning class . The class score is = ( ( 1 ), ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , ( )), using an aggregation function g. In the backpropagation process, the gradient of the model parameter W relative to the loss value L can be expressed as
where K is the number of segments used by the temporal segment network.
In order to train the binary classifier, we treat all annotated action instances as positive regions and randomly sample negative regions from the video portion of the noaction annotated, in a ratio of 1:1.
. . Proposals Generation Based on Refined Temporal Action Grouping Method (RTAG).
In this paper, the generation of candidate suggestions is the first step toward accurate detection of temporal action, and it is also the key to achieving accurate boundary locations. To obtain high quality candidates, we introduce the concept of actionness [13] . Actionness is a probability score that evaluates the behavior of unclassified segments in any activity that belongs to this behavior. Therefore, an activity instance is likely to appear in a video portion that contains a segment with relatively high activity, a candidate with a high score. If the binary classifier output is below the set threshold ( ), the output value is given as 0; if the classifier output is greater than or equal to the threshold, the output value is 1.
When we trained the classifier, we took all annotated action instances as positive region samples, and all random sample instances without any motion in the video as negative region samples. Using a series of fragments extracted from the video, we used the classifier as trained above to evaluate the behavior score of each fragment. The range of scores is 0 to 1, so the score can be understood as the probability that the fragment contains an action. In order to generate temporal region candidates [28] , we grouped consecutive segments and obtained the high action scores. Since our goal was to address the specific requirements of offshore oil platform scenarios, two additional requirements were robustness to noise and the ability to handle long-term changes. With these goals in mind, we designed a robust grouping scheme that allows occasional outliers, e.g., allowing a small fraction of lowactionness snippets within an action segment. The binary classifier can be trained from video and used to calculate the actionness of snippets. Our goal is to find continuous regions with high probability of action.
After the video frame passes through the binary classifier, a one-dimensional waveform is generated. This waveform shows the score of the region candidate's similarity to the standard action [29] . Our goal is to determine whether the video frame qualifies as showing a standard action based on this similarity waveform. Then, an effective judgment will improve the accuracy of motion recognition.
As shown in Figure 3 , this waveform is an action probability waveform of a one-dimensional signal sequence. The level of the waveform represents the probability that the candidate region is a standard action: the higher the waveform, the greater the probability that this prediction will be sampled as a standard action. As the level of the waveform decreases, so does the likelihood that the prediction will be sampled as a standard action. Therefore, a number of samples can be taken and different thresholds can be selected to determine the standard actions. Figure 3 shows two concurrent grouping processes with foreground/background thresholds of 0.6 and 0.8. The foreground of each snippet is marked with a "1" and the background is marked with a "0." The blue block boxes are emitted temporal action proposals.
In this paper, different thresholds are used to refine the prediction of standard actions to improve the timing accuracy. The scheme first obtains a variety of action frames through a threshold, where the fragment is a continuous fragment subsequence whose action score exceeds a certain threshold. Then, to generate a region proposal, a segment is selected as a starting point. The region times with high action scores are reexpanded by merging the subsequent segments.
. . Detecting Temporal Action Process. After producing a series of candidate areas, the candidates are divided into specific action categories. As mentioned earlier, this step is accomplished using a cascading pipe.
There are two steps: activity classification and completeness filtering. The first step is to delete those belonging to the background and classify the remaining ones. The retained subset may still contain incomplete or overcomplete instances. The second step will use a class-specific completeness filter to filter these suggestions.
. . . Activity Classification. After the content belonging to the background is removed, the remaining candidate regions are classified using a TSN-based activity classifier [19] . As the process represented by the TSN framework in Figure 2 , when training the activity classifier, we set the regional proposal that overlaps with the ground-truth instance and has an IOU above 0.7 as a positive sample. However, for negative samples selection, we will treat the proposal as a negative sample when 5% of its time span overlaps with any annotated instance. Because of the small portion of the overlay action, it is also possible to have a low IOU value. The probability from the activity classifier is denoted as P a .
However, if we treat them as negative samples, the activity classifiers can be seriously confusing because they may still contain some very unreasonable criteria for participating in the abovementioned improvements [33] , and we can exclude these samples from the training set so that activity classification can focus on distinguishing behaviors and backgrounds of interest.
The trained classifier is applied to the video at a fixed frame rate, producing a classification score for each sample segment. Fragment classification scores supported for each region are aggregated into region-level scores to classify candidates into an activity class or context. Specifically, activity classifier A classifies input suggestions as the K+1 class, i.e., an active class with tags 1,. . ., k and an additional "background" class with tag 0. The classifier limits its scope to the process stage and makes predictions based on the corresponding characteristics. It is implemented as a linear classifier based on advanced features. Given the suggestions, the activity classifier will generate a normalized response vector through the Softmax layer [34] .
When people analyze the movements of a human body, they pay more attention to the local movement details, but in video surveillance, often the details of the movement characteristics are not obvious. The action classification task is completed through the RTAG network, so this method has an improved recognition capability.
. . . Completeness Filtering. The second step detects the completeness of the action, that is, the completeness of the action candidate area after the activity classifier. We use the completeness filtering from [13] . To assess the completeness, a simple feature representation is extracted and used to train class-specific SVMs. The feature comprises three parts: (1) two levels of temporal pyramids: The first level pools the snippet scores within the proposed region and the second level split the segment into two parts and pool the snippet scores inside each part; (2) the average classification scores of two short periods: the ones before and after the proposed region. The method is illustrated in Figure 4 .
The activity classifiers first remove background proposals and classify the proposals to its activity class. Then, the classaware completeness filters evaluate the remaining proposals using features from the temporal pyramid and surrounding fragments. The output of the SVMs for one class is denoted as .Then, final detection confidence for each proposal is = × .
Experimental Results and Analysis
In this section, we present an evaluation of the effectiveness of our proposed method, and an assessment of the feasibility of practical application. First, we introduce the implementation details of the evaluation dataset and explain our method, and then we discuss the effect of each component in the framework.
. . Experimental Preparation. In our approach, we divided the datasets into training sets, validation sets, and test sets in a 2:1:1 ratio. The raw data came from the streaming server at the deep-sea oil production platform. The monitoring equipment on each offshore platform remains stationary, and we used the working platform as a monitoring scene. The real-time monitoring video was transmitted through microwaves and stored in the streaming media server. We use the minibatch stochastic gradient descent algorithm to learn the network parameters, with the batch size set to 256 and the momentum set to 0.9. We set a smaller learning rate in our experiments. For spatial networks, the learning rate is initialized as 0.01 and decreases to its 1 10 every 2,000 iterations. For temporal networks, we initialize the learning rate as 0.005. The maximum iteration is set as 20,000. For the extraction of optical flow and warped optical flow, we choose the TVL1 optical flow algorithm [35] implemented in OpenCV with CUDA. To speed up training, we employ a data-parallel strategy with multiple GPUs, implemented with our modified version of Caffe [36] and OpenMPI. The whole training time on UCF101 is around 3 hours for spatial TSNs and 24 hours for temporal TSNs with 4 TITANX GPUs. In view of the unique nature of the ocean platform scene, this research presets three actions from the perspective of security work: standing, walking, and falling. A total of 1,000 sets of action sequences were collected as the human body motion model library standard. The specific data distribution for each type of action is shown in Table 1 .
. . Experimental Design and Analysis. We trained the structured segmented networks in an end-to-end manner with the original video frames and the generated candidates as input. We used stochastic gradient descent (SGD) to learn the CNN parameters. The network training is conducted with the publicly available TSN toolbox [19] and Caffe [37] . The initial learning rate of the RGB network was set to 0.1, and the initial learning rate of the optical flow network was set to 0.5. To generate candidates, we used the action classifier trained on the training datasets. The relationship between the classifier recognition rate and the number of image training sets is shown in Figure 9 . Figure 9 displays the trend of the recognition rate of the classifier relative to the number of training sets. We used 10 sets of data for training, from 1,000 to 10,000 samples each, in increments of 1,000. The experimental results showed that, with the change of the number of training sets, the recognition rate of the classifier changed as well. The classifier's recognition rate reached the best level when trained on 8,000 samples. This is an overfitting phenomenon. The weight learning iterations are sufficient (Overtraining), fitting the noise in the training data and the nonrepresentative features in the training examples. Therefore, we chose 8,000 samples as the standard for training the classifier in this experiment. Further combined with the target detection model, the experimental results shown in Figure 5 were obtained. Figure 5(a) is the original image of the ocean platform taken by the camera. The scene is complex, and the humanlike sundries interfere with the detection of people. Figure 5(b) shows that similar-looking interference is detected incorrectly as humans. Figure 5(c) is the final result attained by the combination of the trained target classifier and the target detection model. We can see that Figure 5 (c) performs the target detection well. This result demonstrates that, in the complex scene of an offshore platform, the proposed method can detect people accurately.
In the video test, a video was randomly selected, set, and input into the completed training model. We chose a random sample from the standing test set to evaluate. After detection, the test results shown in Figure 6 were obtained.
The system automatically located the target segment and judged the status of the human behavior in the segment. In Figure 6 , the oil workers stood on the offshore platform and performed actions with their upper limbs. No movement occurred in their lower limbs, so this behavior was judged as standing. The system demonstrated high accuracy for determining standing and accurate positioning. In various other scenarios, the detection of standing behavior had a good result as well.
For walking behavior in different scenarios, we also conducted a corresponding number of tests. The results are shown in Figure 7 .
To assess performance for the walking test set, we selected at random a video that showed a worker walking on the oil production platform. The boxes were marked to show pedestrians. And to show the relevant time location. Our method achieved a very good detection rate for the detection of walking behavior in different scenarios.
The strong findings for standing and walking demonstrate that our method can meet the needs of practical applications with good versatility. Figure 8 displays the results. After the unprocessed long video entered the proposed network framework, the network quickly located the target segment in the video and judged the active state of the segment. The speed at which the system reads in video is about 15 frames per second, which basically meets the processing speed requirements of the ocean production plant for video. Using the video dataset described, we compared the performance of our proposed method to the approaches used by other researchers. Table 2 displays the results.
Measured by mean average precision (mAP) for different IoU thresholds , the average mAP of IoU thresholds ranged from 0.1 to 0.75.
According to the abovementioned experimental results, we offer the following conclusions. (1) Based on classindependent behavior, our candidate method for RTAG tagging is good at generating time candidates, and it can be generalized well to unseen activities. The sparse scheme generated by RTAG facilitates the detection performance. with the CNN network to form an end-to-end capacity to train the entire framework directly from the original video.
Conclusion
Our proposed technique for time-series motion detection achieved good results for human motion recognition and timing positioning in complex scenes. We placed the general framework for time-series motion detection tasks in a specific practical application scenario, refined the candidate generation method, and simplified the subsequent classification network. For this classification model, we used the approach of generating the candidates first and then classifying them. We introduced temporal grouping of the action candidates, and a cascade design for the candidate classifier. Empirical testing using the real-world scenario demonstrated that the requirements for activity recognition were well satisfied.
In addition, we demonstrated that our method is accurate and versatile. It can locate time boundaries accurately and can deal well with activity categories that have different time structures. For a small number of false positives, the model can be improved by further adjusting the threshold. Effective fusion based on a variety of traditional human body motion recognition algorithms makes it suitable for use in offshore oil production platform environments that are far from land, thus ensuring the safety of workers and the smooth development of platform work.
Although the proposed method achieved better results than other methods for target detection, the accuracy of local fine motion recognition still needs to be improved. Because of the limited size of the dataset, other potential issues such as recognition of complex actions could not be considered in this paper. Solving the identification and accurate positioning of these complex actions will become the next main step for research.
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